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The challenges for the
financial services industry
The accelerating growth in the investment and wealth management market has coincided with
increased regulation of the financial services sector. In particular, financial institutions face a
number of rules on how they should be organised (e.g. AIFMD), what they should report (e.g.
FATCA/CRS), what reviews they must carry out (EU 4th AML Directive) and how they protect
personal data of their clients (GDPR). Fund managers, compliance officers and trustees therefore
have to understand their clients better, demonstrate up-to-date compliance and report annually to
both regulators and tax authorities across all of their client base. This increased CDD and reporting
activity absorbs internal resource, diverting them from the core business and driving costs that
cannot always be allocated to fees.
In particular, in the fund sector asset allocation, within a limited market results in investors holding multiple
funds in their portfolios. As a consequence, regulatory requirements mean that fund managers are
requesting and maintaining the same identification documents several times for one investor, which
increases costs and additional burden for both parties. Furthermore, funds are required to report annually for
FATCA and CRS. This adds to the information that needs to be collected from investors and is further
complicated by variations in national deployment of FATCA and CRS. Funds are often further linked with a
chain of other financial institutions, such as banks and trust companies, that also require similar sets of
information and are required to report on their account holders.

KYC/AML

FATCA/CRS

– Identification data on individuals and entities
– Identification of beneficial owners and other
controlling persons of entities.
– Proper certification
– Sanctions monitoring and adverse media
– Changes in circumstances
– Risk Assessments

– Identification of individuals and classification
of entity account holders
– Identification of controlling persons of entity
account holders
– Annual reporting to tax authorities
– Changes in circumstances and data
retention

Without a robust system the industry is exposed to high costs of compliance, regulatory sanctions, fines or
reputational damage, and delays to business processes while Due Diligence is collated or reviewed.
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The centralised online
service solution
The solution is The KPMG ID Register where a complete KYC data set is created (known as a
profile) for investors and other entities, which is shared securely with those who need it and used
to report for FATCA/CRS. The KPMG ID Register makes CDD and reporting quicker, easier and
more cost effective.
KPMG in the Crown Dependencies has teamed up with The ID Register to jointly deliver a complete and
robust solution: a digital due diligence service, built on a single repository of verified documentation and
backed up by worldwide FATCA/CRS reporting through KPMG’s global network.

FATCA
CRS
Sanctions
Investor

Managers

KYC
Fund Reporting

The KPMG ID Register allows you to:

Some of The KPMG ID Register
functions include:

– Collect KYC data and information necessary
to report for FATCA and CRS
– Share one profile rather than complete
multiple forms that ask for similar
information
– Comply with the KYC requirements and
submit FATCA and CRS reports in multiple
jurisdictions
– Secure information in our encrypted and
tested service

– Live KYC profile available 24h to fund
administrators and service providers
indicated by the user
– Indicative risk assessment
– Ongoing sanctions, PEPs and adverse
media screening
– Entity classification for FATCA and CRS
– FATCA and CRS reporting under schemes
required by various jurisdictions
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Step 1: Create a profile
Create a CDD profile and provide evidence on
our secure online portal. You can log in to The
KPMG ID Register 24/7 to add documents and
update information, whilst the service
automatically works out evidence required on
the basis global standards.
Our paperless verification system uses real
time sanctions screening against global
sanctions and Politically Exposed Persons
(PEP) lists to provide a complete live Due
Diligence profile.
Our experienced team will check and review
to comprehensive international standards
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Step 2: Connect & share
Connect and share the most up to date profile
with anyone who needs your KYC/CDD at the
click of a button. The KPMG ID Register
operates in a maximum safety IT environment
and protects your data when you connect your
profile to each counterparty.
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Step 3: FATCA/CRS
Assess the FATCA/CRS status by confirming
your residence, uploading US W-series forms
and self-certifications and classifying your
entity for FATCA and CRS purposes. The full
investor profile covers all indicia and KPMG can
help you by providing a classification or
reviewing your own assessment. The KPMG
ID Register will ensure that your annual
FATCA/CRS report is submitted in a timely
manner in the relevant jurisdiction.
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Step 4: Maintenance
Relax knowing that your investor’s CDD profile
will be kept up to date, to multi-jurisdictional
standards without any further intervention
from you. The KPMG ID Register will produce
indicative risk factors to support CDD process
and continue sanction screening.
Counterparties can search for your profile and
send you a request to connect.
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Features of the service
FATCA and CRS Reporting
Financial Institutions around the world are required to submit annual reports for FATCA/CRS to authorities in
their respective jurisdictions. The KPMG ID Register utilises KPMG’s AEOI Reporting Tool and allows
validation and conversion in line with local regulations and technical requirements.
Media Screening
The KPMG ID Register automatically runs media screening. This enables you to maintain up-to-date
knowledge about the client and streamline decision making processes of client acceptance and review
bodies in your organisation. Media screening functionality uses open sources and its methodology is
comparable to other leading search engines.
Indicative Risk Factors
The KPMG ID Register can support your classification process and become part of your risk policies and
procedures. It filters indicative risk factors for every profile and provides a preliminary risk assessment that
can be used in support of your client acceptance and screening processes. Risk factors are selected on the
basis of global AML/KYC standards and are therefore universal. This is particularly useful for clients
operating in a number of jurisdictions.
Sanctions
The KPMG ID Register screens each profile against international sanctions lists and lists of Politically
Exposed Persons using global standards. Up-to-date sources operate in live time and therefore any changes
are implemented instantly.

FATCA and CRS Reporting
Media Screening
Indicative Risk Factors
Sanctions
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How can we help?
Contact us with any questions or to arrange a live demonstration of The KPMG ID Register service either
remotely or at your business premises.
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Some or all of the services described herein may not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their
affiliates or related entities.
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The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there
can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to
be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice
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